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ABSTRACT 

 
 

 White River Youth Camp (WRYC), population 165, composed of 120 Campers 

and 45 counselors and staff, and located in Crosby County, Texas, currently does not 

have a land use plan or a long-term master plan to identify unused and undeveloped 

opportunities.  This lack of planning has prohibited WRYC from identifying and 

capitalizing on its existing native environment.  This failure affects camp facilities as well 

as camp activities. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Organized camping is a part of American culture.  Camping’s roots extend back 

to the Native American and the Pilgrim.  As Americans began to tame and industrialize 

the country several factors led to the population’s desire to return to a more primitive 

lifestyle.  These factors include Industrial Revolution, Urbanization, Immigration, Civil 

War, Westward Expansion, Indian Confrontations, and the Gold Rush.  All of these 

changes in American history brought about an awareness of the pressures of urban life.  

That awareness created a desire in much of the American population to reacquaint 

themselves to its simpler more rural way of life and used this simplicity to educate 

children.   

 

Industrial Revolution 

The Industrial Revolution was one of the strongest influences in American 

culture.  All facets of culture (personal, business, and religious) were influenced by this 

mechanization. This shift in means and methods created the need for large and small 

factories to build and support the mechanization of America.  This giant shift from an 

agrarian and rural society to a mechanical and urban society was a huge change.  As 

people began to realize that most occupations or professions could be considerably more 

productive by adding machines, factories sprang up to build the necessary machines and 

in turn, cities sprang up around the factories.  The worker transition from agricultural 
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based to factory based, caused the population to lose some of its connection with nature 

and become more and more industrialized.  People began to find more opportunity in 

cities so the population began to move away from the rural setting to the urban setting. 

(Henretta, Brody, & Dumenil, 2008) 

 

Urbanization 

As a result of American life shifting from rural to urban, more factories were built 

and city populations began to increase. This urbanization caused people to detach further 

and further from their agrarian roots therefore causing everyday tasks and opportunities 

like fishing, farming or just seeing a sunrise to become less of a lifestyle and more of a 

yearning for the city dwellers.  Immigrants from rural America as well as immigrants 

from other countries began to flood into American cities.  This flood added more fuel the 

urbanization of America.  (Henretta et al., 2008) 

 

Immigration 

Immigration fueled urbanization and American cities began to grow rapidly 

leading to urban sprawl and further separating the people from their agrarian roots.  

Waves of immigrants filled the cities beyond their capacity.  The growth outstripped the 

municipalities’ ability to properly understand and manage its population growth.  

(Henretta et al., 2008)  City life provided people with amazing economic opportunity, but 

further separated them from their agrarian roots.  This separation led to the establishment 
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of two very different ways of life - urban culture and agrarian culture.  City-dwellers 

found themselves working long hours in factories with poor working conditions and 

living in slums.  As a result, urban people found themselves craving nature.  These 

cravings led to the construction of amazing places of refuge, like Central Park, designed 

by Fredrick Law Olmstead.  These green natural lumps of refuge in the middle of urban 

manmade environments became a testimony to the value of returning to nature.  Because 

of the two very distinct groups of people emerging in American culture, urban and 

agrarian, America found itself in the middle of a Civil war. 

 

Civil War 

The Civil War provided an awakening in many Americans that agrarian and urban 

culture cannot exist without each other but if not properly managed, can become polar 

opposites.  Due to the abolition of slavery as a part of the strategy of the Civil War, 

agrarian people in the Southern states found themselves looking for a solution to labor.  

The answer to that was mechanization and the best places to provide that was in the cities 

of the North.  Urban dwellers found themselves with the factories and populations needed 

by the rural dwellers in order to supply a solution to the labor demands made by the 

abolition of slavery.  The two groups of peoples discovered that the needs of their 

clashing cultures could be met by each other.  As these cultures began to gain an 

appreciation for each other, nature and rural life began to gain an appeal among those of 

the urban society because of their beauty and simplicity.  After the Civil War, there began 

to be a shift in agricultural and industrial opportunities.  There was much rebuilding that 
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needed to take place and many Americans went looking for a fresh start out West.  These 

people were seeking a life that reflected the simpler agrarian life but had opportunities to 

participate in the bounty of the free enterprise markets of the cities.  People found 

themselves leaving the modern conveniences of the cities, returning to nature, and 

settling the West by camping their way across America.  These American pioneers found 

the beauty of the West landscapes especially striking when compared to that of city. 

(McPherson, 1988) 

 

Westward Expansion 

As people began to spread west across the United States their stories of natural 

phenomenon like the Grand Canyon, Old Faithful, and the abundance of beautiful 

landscapes became enticing to the urban population back East.  Reports brought back to 

the people living in the East made the people who were helping settle the West seem 

legendary, even mythical, because of their adventures.  These stories of the natural beauty 

of the West gave the urbanites back East a sense of longing for things that were God 

made instead of manmade.  Along with that, the stories (both true and embellished) of the 

adventurers of the West also made the city dwellers long for adventure.  The classic 

struggle of man vs. nature compounded with these images and stories created a longing 

for and an appreciation of a return to nature that further fueled westward expansion.  

(Deitch, 2000) 
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Native American Confrontations 

As Americans expanded westward, they brought with them their concepts and 

beliefs of land ownership that clashed with that of the Native American.  (Henretta et al., 

2008)  The Native American had no concept of land ownership but believed that land 

belonged to no one.  It was not something to be bought or sold.  Most Native Americans 

migrated throughout the land following resources and opportunities.  The American 

culture, however, was polar opposite embracing the Manifest Destiny.  (Henretta et al., 

2008)  It was not until many years later that Americans began to gain an appreciation for 

the harmony with nature that the Native Americans shared with their environment.  After 

the Native Americans were conquered, many felt that they had been misunderstood.  This 

appreciation of the Native American culture also brought about recognition that man and 

nature must live in balance and harmony.  As fighting in the west between Native 

Americans and American Settlers began to settle down and efforts could turn from 

security to expansion, another event took place that further increased a desire to travel 

west and seek adventure.  It was the Gold Rush. 

 

Gold Rush 

As word of this newfound rags-to-riches opportunity of the Gold Rush reached 

the Eastern urbanites, they soon began to imagine themselves as miners.  Many urbanites 

felt trapped by their lifestyle and longed for something more.  They were struck with gold 

fever and rushed west to grab opportunity afforded them by the gold rush.  As a result of 
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this new dream and occupation, Americans began traveling and expanding further west, 

thus exposing more beauty and engaging in more adventures worthy of being reported 

back East.  Stories of Western adventure became leading stories for Eastern newspapers 

and a popular topic for authors of the day.  (McPherson, 1988)  Stories about the self-

sufficient man in an epic struggle with nature, where the rewards were huge and the risk 

was death, were very appealing to the Eastern American audience.  This further fueled 

the craving for the natural lifestyle or at least for brief moments or glimpses of nature. 

(McPherson, 1988)  

 

Transition to Organized Camping 

Because of the Industrial Revolution, Urbanization and massive Immigration, 

American society had once shifted away from its’ agrarian roots towards an urban society 

but it now began to shift back in the other direction with Americans seeking to become 

reacquainted with nature.  This shift back to nature was advanced by the Civil War and 

further fueled by the Gold Rush and Westward Expansion.  Many Americans came to a 

realization that the things that made life easier such as machines, factories, and city 

dwelling; had the unintended side effect of separating them from the beauty of nature.  

(McHarg, 1992)  This separation robbed them of what some would describe as soul-

fulfilling moments of life.  To many people life that was once an epic struggle lived out 

on a grand stage with full color and resolution became life relegated to simple black and 

white photography.  However, Americans began to see with color again as the Westward 

Expansion, Indian Confrontations, and the Gold Rush allowed the population to 
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reacquaint itself with nature.  This desire to reacquaint oneself with nature led wealthy 

people living in the cities to move from the center of the cities to homes on the outskirts 

where they could still access the comforts of the city while enjoying nature’s beauty and 

simplicity.  Cities began to invite nature back into their boundaries as well.  This re-

acquaintance to nature served as a catalyst for the setting aside of land for future 

generations of Americans to be able to see and enjoy nature.  (American Camping 

Association., 1984) 

Camping became a great way for families to return to nature.  The advantage to 

camping is one could return to nature and see and experience its beauty but still derive an 

income and an existence from the city.  Camping soon became understood as setting up 

housekeeping or living outdoors.  Often living in tents and/or sleeping on the ground 

under the stars accomplished this.  However, by today’s standards, living in campers, or 

cabins, or anything that is primitive in nature is classified as camping as long as it focuses 

on the outdoors.  (Ells, 1986)  Camping usually involves some form of primitive cooking 

whether by fire or grill.  It centers on the concept of having a campfire, where the 

adventures of the day and stories of adventure, either true or fictitious, are entertainment.  

Sometimes camping involves foraging and scavenging for all necessary supplies, food 

and shelter.  Camping can be a group participation activity or it can be an individual 

activity.  It can be planned, organized, and sometimes it is even sponsored.  For the 

purpose of this study, the focus is on organized camping.  Organized camping as defined 

by the American Camping Organization is a Sustained experience that provides a 

creative, recreational, and educational opportunity in-group living out-of-doors.  It  
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utilizes trained leadership and the resources of the natural surroundings to contribute to 

each camper’s mental, physical, social, and spiritual growth.  (American Camping 

Association., 1984) 

 

Founders of Organized Camping 

Americans, both men and women gained an appreciation for an outdoor living 

experience and many people began to realize that outdoor camping had merit not only as 

vacation but also as a teaching tool.  These people of vision first saw organized camping 

as an opportunity to strengthen and improve wealthy young men and women who were 

stuck in their fancy urban environment.  They began to create and shape the beginnings 

of the organized camping movement.  Pioneers of this movement included Fredrick 

William Gunn, Earnest Balch, Joseph Trimble Rothrock, MD., Laura Mattoon, Luther 

Halsey Guilck, Lottie ‘Charlotte’ Vetter Gulick, Reverned George Hinckley, Revrened 

WHH ‘Adirondack’ Murry, George Louis Meylan, Winthrop T Talbot, C Hanford 

Henderson, and Uncle Jim.  (Eells, 1986)  These pioneers of organized camping 

understood that camping serves as a catalyst for group interaction that can seldom be 

produced elsewhere.  They understood that campers and leaders built bonds of trust 

between each other allowing the older generations to share wisdom and teach the younger 

generations.  They also understood the amazing fruit that the camping experience yields 

some of which are a camper’s sense of satisfaction and contentment about themselves 

and the learning that takes place during the camping process.  Each of these pioneers 
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brought vision and knowledge that their predecessors used as a foundation to build the 

organized camping movement upon.  

Fredrick William Gunn the acknowledged father of organized camping believed 

that sports, hiking, and other strenuous outdoor activities not only strengthened boys 

physically, but also taught self-discipline and moral character.  He believed that a 

military camp setting was one of the best ways to help bring a young man into adulthood.   

In a biography about Gunn published in 1887 by one of his alumni, his former student 

recalled a two-week trip into the woods.  Gunn and his students would normally travel 20 

miles a day.  Most of the students hiked but there were two donkeys available for any 

novice or injured hiker that could not keep up the pace.  During the day, the boys would 

enjoy swimming, fishing, and games and in the evening around the campfire they would 

listen to stories and songs that taught character to the students.  Gunn believed that the 

camper should live a simple life with everyone sharing in all camp chores.(Gibson, 1887)  

As the camping movement matured, agencies began to believe that this was a 

viable tool to teach kids, primarily boys at this point, lessons of morality and character, as 

well as physical discipline.  The Chautauqua movement established camps that focused 

on religious teachings.  These camps brought youth and families out of the cities to learn 

about religion by using camping and its settings as the teacher.  By the 1940’s several 

churches and their denominations established youth camps of their own particular 

religious beliefs.  Soon the Salvation Army realized the benefits of bringing inner city 

kids camping.  They used the term “Fresh Air” to describe and market their camps to the 

youth and their parents. (New York Herald-Tribune, 1965)  The Salvation Army 
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expanded its camps from young boys to co-ed camps.  They later added camps for adults.  

Each camp had a unique focus.  (New York Herald-Tribune, 1965)  With each generation 

of camping movements,  groups became more specific and diverse.   
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CHAPTER II 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

In 1971 a group of churches who identify themselves as The Church of Christ 

organized a youth camp adjacent to White River Lake in Crosby County, Texas.  The 

camp was named White River Youth Camp (WYRC).  This camp was conceived for the 

purpose of providing the camping experience to children of the members of the Church of 

Christ.  This camp consisted of 12 tent sites and a Cafeteria.  From conception to today 

WYRC has remained faithful to housing the campers and counselors in these tents.  The 

camp has purposely kept these un-modern facilities and remained faithful to the 

philosophy that children enjoy separating themselves from their current circumstances 

and living a very primitive lifestyle while camping.  The directors of WYRC believe that 

the early principles laid out by the camping pioneers like Gunn remain true and valid and 

they strive to maintain the integrity of those principles both in the natural, as well as in 

the manmade camp environment.  (Pratt, 2001) 

White River Youth Camp (WRYC), population 165, composed of 120 Campers 

and 45 counselors and staff, and located in Crosby County, Texas, currently does not 

have a land use plan or a long-term master plan to identify unused and undeveloped 

opportunities.  This lack of planning has prohibited WRYC from identifying and 

capitalizing on its existing native environment.  This failure affects camp facilities as well 

as camp activities. 
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CHAPTER III 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

Geographic Camp Location 

 

Elevation: 3010 feet      Latitude: 33 39N   Longitude: 101 15W  

WRYC is located in the Texas Panhandle approximately 20 miles south of Crosbyton, 

Texas and approximately, forty-five miles east of Lubbock, Texas in the Southeastern 

corner of Crosby County.  The camp, situated adjacent to White River Lake, has been in 

existence for 40 years.  The climate is an arid climate with occasional overnight 

thunderstorms. Camping season is June, July, and August.  The average low temperature 

is in the middle 60's and the average high temperature is in the middle 90's.  June, July, 

and August are also the months that have the largest rainfall totals.  Ordinarily these rains 

occur during the overnight hours and usually come in the form of thunderstorms. 

(Quickcast 2010) 

 

Camp Facilities and Amenities 

 

WRYC reflects the fact that many of the facilities and buildings are donated (as is the 

case with many youth camps).  Many of the buildings are church sanctuaries.  However, 

the camp administration has established an Old West feel by locating the buildings as if 
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they are along an old western street and by adding an old west façade treatment to each of 

the buildings.  This building arrangement and façade design scheme helps to convert the 

old sanctuaries into places and spaces that have meaning for the campers.  The camp is 

one of the few remaining youth camps that still allow the campers to sleep in tents.  The 

tents have concrete floors and short walls at the base.  The short walls are about twelve 

inches tall, built for keeping snakes out of the tents.  The tents walls and roofs, made of 

canvas, are largely unchanged from the WRYC original concept and construction.  Each 

tent sleeps two counselors and ten to twelve campers.  Campers are segregated by grade 

level and sex.  The campers share common restrooms, classrooms, activity centers, 

swimming pool, and dining facilities.  The flora and fauna in the surrounding landscape is 

scrub-mesquite grassland forest.  This scrub mesquite grassland forest is characterized by 

mostly sunny areas with occasional mesquites trees, cacti, and prairie grass.  

 

Camp Schedules 

 

The mornings start at 7:00am and the campers accomplish the majority of each day’s 

structured activities before the hottest part of the day arrives.  After lunch, the camp shifts 

into a more relaxed mode. During the afternoon, the campers are free to choose activities 

like swimming or crafts.  Most activities occur in shaded pavilions to allow for relief 

from the sun.  This relaxed mode lasts until the evening meal.  After the evening meal 

and the heat of the day breaks the camp begins public celebrations that occur in the 

building called the Opera House or at a campfire.  WRYC camp has chosen to embrace 

and engage the campers in the natural environment as opposed to a constantly climate 
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controlled environment.  Because of this, the campers become more in-tune with their 

native environment.  WRYC provides a unique experience for most campers who live, 

sleep, and go to school in highly controlled environments.   
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CHAPTER IV 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE 

 

The purpose of this study is to identify and understand environmental, spiritual, and 

cultural influences of WRYC.  These influences cannot be studied independently of one 

another but must be studied and understood as a group because each of the influences has 

an effect on the other. 

 WRYC provides a naturalized camping experience, therefore the environment plays a 

huge role in camp culture and it influences camp activities as well as schedules.  The 

environmental influences include local flora and fauna, climatic conditions, and existing 

structures and buildings.  The natural environment at WRYC is very similar to the natural 

environment of Israel.  This provides an amazing opportunity for campers to learn about 

their ancestors in the Old Testament as well as the Christian principles taught in the New 

Testament in an environmental context similar to that in the Bible.  In order to better 

understand the natural environment of WRYC, a site inventory was conducted and the 

local flora and fauna were inventoried.  This information was then placed in a site 

inventory and then graphically illustrated to form the base plan.  (Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3) 

An Ethnographic Study was conducted to help increase the understanding of how the 

campers and staff interact with the existing environmental features.  As a part of this 

study, a focus group made up of past campers, and both current and past staff helped to 

explore possibilities for enhancing site amenities and activities.  WRYC provides a 

camping experience that celebrates nature as opposed to tolerating nature, therefore when 
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adjusting or modifying elements of the environment, one must understand the cultural 

implications of the proposed changes.  During this research a focus group was used along 

with the observation of existing campers in order to help the researcher understand how 

the existing environmental features are being understood and interpreted by the campers. 

 

Basic Assumptions or Delineations 

Data gathered for this research allowed for the development of a WRYC Comprehensive 

Master Plan.  (See Figure 7.1)  Through this study, the researcher gained knowledge as to 

how the campers and staff interact with both the natural and the manmade environment.  

By conducting on-site observations while camp was in session, the researcher collected 

data that yielded much information about campers’ feelings and reactions about the 

existing amenities as well as possible future amenities.  This information includes 

opportunities in curriculum development (both passive and active learning opportunities), 

opportunities for facilities development, developing underutilized spaces, reapportioning 

current spaces, and/or eliminating poor spaces.   

 

Methods 

The research was conducted as a Mixed Qualitative Study, divided into two groups. The 

first group consisted of a Naturalistic Observation Qualitative study of the campers.  The 

critical aspect to this observation was that, the researcher did not interact with the groups 
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and each grade group was observed for the whole day. (See Appendix B)  The research 

timing was as follows: 

Day 1: Observation of 5th grade campers 

Day 2: Observation of 6th grade campers 

Day 3: Observation of 7th grade campers 

Day 4: Observation of 8th grade campers 

Day 5: Observation of High School campers 

It was the researcher’s intent that by using this holistic approach enough data would be 

collected that will to the design of the Master Plan of WRYC.  The researcher hoped to 

obtain answers to the following questions during the observation period. (See Appendix 

B)   

1. What do the campers do all day? 

2. The level of enjoyment of each activity. 

3. What environmental change could enhance the camper’s activities? 

4. What current environmental conditions limit the camper’s activities? 

The second Qualitative Study was conducted using a focus group consisting of 

counselors, staff, and past campers of WRYC.  This group included two first-time 

counselors, two returning counselors, two past campers, two staff people, two board 

members, and two members from the management team. 
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The following topics were considered and discussed by the focus group. 

1. Potential opportunities for camp improvements 

2. Known limitations created by the environment 

3. Past activities that are not being used today because of environmental 

limitations 

4. Projected images made by each of the buildings and/or amenities at 

WRYC 

After collection of the data, it was organized into categories based on the content yielded 

by the research.  This information was then graphically presented as a White River Youth 

Camp Master Plan. (See Figure 7.1) 
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CHAPTER V 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND DISCUSSION 

 

Context of Literature Review 

The word sustainable is a term that is greatly overused.  However, when speaking 

about WRYC, one must not run from the term but define and use it as the keystone for 

design.  For the purpose of this document, sustainability is this:  Indigenous gardens that 

provide esthetic beauty and other functions like cooling, teaching, recreation, or food.  

These gardens do not consume an over exorbitant amount of maintenance, time, or 

monies because they are planned and constructed to be sympathetic to their surroundings.  

They also encompass proven arid design that is sensitive to the user’s needs as well as the 

heat of the sun and wind.  Placement and use of the buildings and structures must take 

into account and accommodate comfortable non-conditioned space.  By combining the 

landscape, buildings, and their placements with responsible design, WRYC will be a 

sustainable camp.  

 

History of Camping 

Camping is a term that is perceived and interpreted in every region by every 

family differently.  The common threads that run through most campers are these:  

Building and cooking with a fire, humans against the forces of nature, living in tents, 

separated from civilization and a meaningful connection to nature.  The modern campsite 
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is a peculiar contradiction.  Campers seek to separate from civilization but as the practice 

becomes more sophisticated, its reflection of civilization, with regards to the utilities and 

conveniences, become stronger.  As the campsite becomes more sophisticated, the 

meaningful connection to nature decreases for the user.  (Hogue, 2011) 

Camping’s roots go back to the civil war and the Gunnery Camp (See Founders of 

Camping pg 8) founded by a Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick William Gunn in 1861.  The Gunns 

ran an all boys’ school in Washington, Connecticut.  The group spent their time playing 

games, hiking, and fishing.  This tradition continued for the next 12 years.   

In 1874, the camp called Vacation Project, the first YWCA camp was created in 

Philadelphia.  The camp first referred to as Vacation Project was for women and was at 

Asbury Park in Pennsylvania at a campsite they later named Sea Rest.  In 1885, Summer 

F. Dudley set up the first YMCA camp in Newburgh, New York.  There were eighty-

three campers at the YMCA camp by summer of 1891.  (Eells, 1986)   

In 1910, Robert Baden-Powell formed Boy Scouts with the specific goal of 

training boys to become happy, healthy, and helpful.  Powell believed that he could teach 

young men to honor God, honor others, and honor one’s self by allowing the boys to 

teach themselves in a camping or primitive environment.  (See Boy Scout Case Study 

Page 31) 

In 1912 the first Girl Scout Camp was founded and held in Savannah, Georgia 

and has remained a very important role in the Girl Scout organization ever since its 
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inception. Years later in 1922 the organization chartered Girl Scout Camps throughout 

the United States.  (Eells, 1986)   

In the 1930s the National Park Service embraced public camping by developing 

Recreation Demonstration Areas, which were available for lease, by groups.  These, 

today are known as campsites and campgrounds.  (Hogue, 2011) 

Camping continues to gain popularity from its inception until now.  Although 

many sub- movements and sub-cultures have emerged, camping as an educational 

experience or as recreation share these common attributes:  Building, cooking, and 

socializing involves a campfire.  Accommodations are generally more primitive than ones 

normal circumstances.  Civilization is minimized and the natural environment is 

embraced.  What is assured is this, when one goes camping there is a meaningful 

connection to nature.  Sometimes it is enjoyable and sometimes it is not but it is always 

meaningful. 

 

Indigenous Gardens 

What are the key elements and detractors of sustainability in the arid climate?  

The symposium on SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPE DESIGN IN ARID CLIMATES 

held in Dumbarton Oaks determined that sustainability in the arid climate is far different 

from what people think.  The symposium examined the Middle East as its historical 

backdrop.  Although the culture in the United States is far different from that of the 
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Middle East, the conclusion is that water is the most vital resource.  Arid regions are ever 

changing and moving from extreme wet to extreme dry.  Tree plantings in shelter belts 

are protectors of the region by providing a cooling effect on the climate as well as 

slowing desertification.  Sustainability not only refers to the environment that we live in, 

but also refers to the ability of the inhabitants to continue to desire to struggle against the 

harsh realities of the desert (CULTURE, T. A. K. T. F.  1996).  

The goal of the developers of the water-conserving garden was to demonstrate 

low water-use strategies in landscapes.  This was demonstrated by carefully selecting the 

design elements.  Plants were chosen for their indigenous characteristics and 

adaptability.  Resources included plant materials and use of reclaimed water resources. 

 The study includes information about the principles of water-conservative landscape 

design; and the detailed proposal for the design of the water-conserving garden.  (Vitkay, 

2004)  The water-conserving garden explicitly utilizes current water-conserving design 

practices and can serve as a model for the development of WRYC.  One of the best 

attributes of this study was the attempt to be responsive to the culture as well as the needs 

of the environment. 

The Las Vegas Valley (LVV) in southern Nevada is a perfect place to study water 

conservation measures.  The LVV receives only an average of 4.5 in. of precipitation 

each year.  This, combined with the evapotranspirational water requirement of nearly 90 

in. yearly, provides a very strong indication of results.  Since 60-90% of all water use by 

single-family residences is for landscape irrigation, any significant changes to water use 

must be accomplished with changes in landscape irrigation.  The Southern Nevada Water 
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Authority collaborated with the US Bureau of Reclamation to fund a five-year study of 

the economic and conservation effects of converting turf landscapes to low-water-use 

landscapes.  Results indicated that conversion to xeric landscapes produced significant 

water savings of 30% decrease in yearly total household water use, which equates to 

96,000 gal annually.  Xeriscape also provided savings in labor and money.  Compared 

with owners of properties dominated by turf, the study group with xeric landscapes 

reported average annual reductions of 26.4 hours in labor and $206 in direct maintenance 

expenditures.  (Sovocool, 2006) 

The literature asserts that a sustainable design can be accomplished through wise 

solar design, culturally sensitive xeriscapeic methods that employ indigenous plants that 

will aid in the development of creating spaces in which the design intent is easily 

understood and properly interpreted.  (Culture, T. A. K. T. F.  1996)  This design reflects 

a wise understanding of sun, shadow and breeze as the three largest environmental factors 

of sustainability for building structures or events to be used at WRYC.  (Alanen, 1985)   

WRYC will benefit its campers by introducing shelterbelts of trees to cool 

camping areas and active spaces.  WRYC suffers from its native environment.  Most of 

the naturally occurring trees are Mesquite trees.  These trees offer very little protection 

from the scorching sun’s heat.  This camp operates during the last two weeks of June and 

first three weeks of July.  The days are at their longest and typically hottest periods of the 

year.  The tent areas have very few trees to offer shade and protection from the sun.  The 

camping areas should employ sustainable shade trees and sustainable evergreen 

shelterbelt plantings to screen and protect views.  Planting of the shade trees will offer 
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midday protection while shelterbelt evergreen plantings will offer shelter from late 

evening heat.  As a bonus the trees will provide a sense of intimacy and can be used to 

visually screen and separate areas from one another.  When selecting tree varieties, one 

must consider speed of growth, availability, length of life and cost of maintenance as 

important criteria for plant selection.    

By using trees to mark trails and offer shade, campers will be provided with a way 

to move from venue to venue while avoiding the heat of the day.  This vegetation will not 

only serve as a functional purpose but can also be used as a teaching aid to support the 

moral and Christian beliefs taught at WRYC.  By reviewing the work of the late Robert 

Vines in his book Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines of the Southwest  (Vines, 2004) and 

by researching plant availabilities from leading plant growers to establish predictable 

availability a recommend plant list was developed (See Appendix A).  The plants chosen 

were selected on the basis of adaptability according to Vines and availability according to 

several regional plant growers.  This plant list is not intended to exclude plants but to 

serve as a process for developing a planting pallet for each portion of the Master Plan as 

it is implemented. 

 

Representative Teaching Opportunities 

Christians are often faced with the task of contextually understanding statements 

and inferences found in the Bible that are hard to interpret correctly because of the lack of 

life context.  It is the writer’s belief that children in the United States; because of 
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urbanism and modern conveniences from the geographical, climatical, and sociological 

context lack the knowledge necessary to properly interpret scriptures.  WRYC, because 

of it geographical location, is typically hot and dry.  The heat, lack of rain, and the close 

proximity to White River Lake provide several tactile learning opportunities.  The 

climate of WRYC provides an opportunity to illustrate the extreme differences of a desert 

and its oasis.  This is one reoccurring theme found in the Bible.  The rocky terrain of 

WRYC also provides an opportunity to better broaden the biblical understanding, 

meaning, and uses of stones.  Christians believe they are grafted into the Promise of 

Abraham through the new covenant; WRYC because of its untouched space has the 

ability to plant and grow an orchard that focuses on grafting.  This orchard could also 

help illustrate the teachings about fruit, limbs, and pruning.  All of these concepts are 

foundational teachings found in the Bible.  (See Appendix C pg 45) 

The great dispersion of desert and oasis is a theme that not only is taught, but also 

is played out repeatedly in the Bible.  In Isaiah 41:17-20 God describes himself as the one 

who will look after his people and provide for them.  He will push up oases in the middle 

of the desert.  Christians believe that they are an oasis in the dry desert.  (World Bible 

Translation Center 2006)  WRYC because of its geographical juxtaposition sits on a hot 

dry hill with occasional views of White River Lake.  This physical separation illustrates 

to the campers the need for them to be that hopeful oasis.  This naturally occurring 

relationship between the camp and the lake can enhance a camper’s tactile appreciation 

of an oasis.  By establishing shade along paths and improving the camp’s grounds the 
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camper can also understand the components of an oasis is not just water but is also the 

flora and fauna that flourishes in that micro climate.   

Another concept found in the Bible that WRYC has an advantage to present 

tactilely is the importance of stones.  Christians are spoken of as living stones in 1 Peter 

2:5.  To understand that one must understand the underlying premises of God’s 

expectation and peoples uses of stones.  (World Bible Translation Center 2006)  God 

asked people to use stones as a reminder of occasions or covenants as illustrated in 

Joshua 24:26.  (World Bible Translation Center 2006)  God also was very precise on 

using tooled or untooled stones.  Most often God called for man to use untooled stones to 

construct reminders or alters.  In Exodus 20:25 God specifically banned the use of tool on 

stones that were to be used as alters  (World Bible Translation Center 2006).  Another 

biblical concept that campers at WRYC will be given the chance to learn about is the 

value of stones.  Although stones come in all different shapes and sizes, they all have 

value.   Big stones support smaller stones but smaller stones steady and firm larger 

stones.   This information can then be applied to the value of people. People like stones 

come with different abilities but they must learn to embrace each other and understand 

that all people have value  as stated in Romans 12.  The tactile illustrations of the afore 

mentioned principles can be accommodated at WRYC by allowing students to hold and 

study dressed and undressed stones.  Older campers at WRYC can expand their 

knowledge by using stones to build walls to mark and remember events and gain a deeper 

appreciation for creating walls by the art of dry stacking stones.  Finally, students can 

compare and contrast manmade bricks and natural stone.  Students are given the 
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opportunity to discover that each stone is uniquely and beautifully made while bricks 

created with molds are generic and plain.  The references about bricks and stones are 

found in Genesis 11:1-3.  (World Bible Translation Center 2006) 

Another biblical concept that can be taught at WRYC through the use of nature is 

that of grafting.  Christians believe they are grafted into the Promise of Abraham 

through the new covenant; WRYC because of its unused space has the ability to plant 

and grow trees that can be used specifically for the campers to focus on grafting.  These 

plantings afford the camper the experience of observing grafts from initial graft to and 

their maturation in to the tree.  These plantings can also illustrate the principle that 

careful care and discretion must be taken to make sure that graft and host are suitable 

companions.  (World Bible Translation Center 2006)   The orchard will also serve as a 

living illustration of pruning, a necessary part of orchard management, as well as 

Christian growth and development.  These principles are taught in Romans 11:17-24. 

Also found in the Bible is the teaching of the natural order that a specific trees bears a 

specific fruit.  The bible then takes that one step further in Galations 5:22-23 and 

informs the reader that if they are a Christian their fruit will consist of love, joy, peace, 

patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. (World Bible 

Translation Center 2006)  Russian olive and Mesquite trees are indigenous trees to the 

region.  These trees have limbs that have much larger thorns than most students are 

accustomed to seeing.  In John 19:4-6 the Bible records the forcing of Jesus to wear a  
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crown of thorns.  Fashioning a  crown of thorns from these trees will allow students to 

visually understand how painful this form of mocking was.  (World Bible Translation 

Center 2006)    

 Each camp should celebrate its own unique local and native flora and fauna as 

opposed to trying to artificially change the characteristics of its geographical regions.  If 

one lives along the ocean then use the ocean.  If one lives in the rainforest, do not fight 

the rain, and if one lives in an arid region, learn to live with the dry hot days and cooler 

nights.  WRYC should embrace the fact that it is located in a naturally dry hot and arid 

climate and use that for its own purpose as opposed to trying to condition that out of the 

camp and become something that it is not.  

 

Design 

While camping, the campers find the separation from the normal daily use of 

technology like: air conditioners, private bath facilities, and electric communication 

undesirable and inconvenient; but after a short period of time, they can come to find this 

separation restful.  This separation, if not well planned, can hinder the campers’ desire for 

participation or return the following year.  If WRYC will position itself by designing 

sustainable spaces and opportunities for the campers, this absence of technology will 

continue to be embraced and WRYC can continue to offer its unique experience.   

Because it is virtually impossible to air-condition the tents without destroying the 

camping experience, the camp’s single largest environmental influence is the hot summer 
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sun.  Alanen asserts in the article Design for Arid Region that the sun is the single largest 

influencing factor to religious culture, family culture, and social culture.  (Alanen, A. R. 

1985)  In spring, summer, and fall (nine months) the woken part of the day is broken into 

three parts.  Sunrise to 1:00pm is work or school.  The heat of the day and the afternoons 

(1:00pm to Dusk) are devoted to lunch and rest, and evenings are devoted to shopping 

and social events.  (Alanen, A. R. 1985)  These factors make planning a community or a 

building different from our traditional settings.  These factors are even more challenging 

for youth camps with limited budgets and facilities.  Sun, shadow, and breeze are the 

three largest environmental conditions for building structures or events to be used at 

WRYC.  (Alanen, A. R. 1985)  The administrators of WRYC do an excellent job of 

recognizing and appreciating the fact that the sun is both friend and foe.  The day starts 

early with the rest period(1:00 pm till dusk) used for arts and crafts, swimming or other 

spontaneous activities.  This freedom allows each of the campers to determine how the 

sun and heat is uniquely affecting them each day. 

The authors Kaplan, R., Kaplan, S., and Ryan, R. L. in the book With People in 

Mind: Design and Management of Everyday Nature intend for their readers to learn and 

understand how the users of a space or spaces interpret those spaces as they are in them. 

 The authors assert visual patterns, social patterns, and physiological patterns are cues 

that people use to interpret spaces.  (Kaplan, R., Kaplan, S., & Ryan, R. L., 1998)  The 

authors also assert that spaces designed with simple, easy to interpret cues of 

interpretation  allow the users to understand how to react to the space.  (Kaplan et al., 

1998)  So often in the design profession, the designer forgets that the end user and not the 
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designer himself will interpret spaces.  (Kaplan et al., 1998)  Often landscape architects 

neglect the reality that most users do not understand overly complicated design schemes. 

 Often the design or solutions fail to address the base needs of way finding, locomotion, 

and views.  Kids are even more affected by these failures because the user does not have 

enough information from which to build his interpretations.  (Kaplan et al., 1998)  The 

existing spaces at WRYC and those being proposed should be examined; insuring that its 

interpretation is what WRYC intends it to be.  (Kaplan et al., 1998)   

Special care must be given to insure that the changes in design and use 

philosophy, do not affect the culture of WRYC.  The literature asserts that a sustainable 

design can be accomplished through wise solar design, cultural sensitivity, xeric methods 

that employ indigenous plants.  (Kaplan et al., 1998)  These elements will aid in the 

development of creating spaces in which the design is easily understood and properly 

interpreted.  WRYC has a western main street motif that appears well accepted by the 

participants.  This western motif lends itself well to WRYC because part of this motif 

includes large front porches which provide shade.  By continuing to renovate all 

structures to be compliant with the old west theme, not only will the camp benefit 

esthetically but also functionally by creating more shady porches for gathering and 

socializing.   
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CHAPTER VI 

CASE STUDIES 

Case Study Boy Scouts of America 

In 1910, Robert Baden-Powell formed Boy Scouts with the specific goal of 

training boys to become happy, healthy, and helpful.  Powell believed that he could teach 

young men to honor God, honor others, and honor oneself by allowing the boys to teach 

themselves.  The Boy Scout method built on these two premises’: The Scout Oath and the 

Scout Law.  (World Scouting Bureau 1998) 

Scout Oath 
On my honor I will do my best to do my duty to God and my country and to obey 
the Scout Law; to help other people at all times; to keep myself physically strong, 
mentally awake, and morally straight.  (World Scouting Bureau 1998) 
 
Scout Law 
A Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, 
cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent.  (World Scouting Bureau 1998) 
 
The Scout promise is the purpose for why the boys adhere to the Scout Law.  The 

Scout law is a code of behavior that scouts accept as a guide for living their life.  These 

two pillars are taught by the Scouting method.  (World Scouting Bureau 1998) 

Boy Scouts use the informal training method called the Scout method.  It teaches 

boys to be independent and helpful.  The Scout method uses primitive outdoors to 

generate challenges through games or tasks.  These challenges allow the boys to self 

teach themselves, which in turn is teaches leadership.  The Scout method works on a very 

sub conscious level; it is not encumbered with prohibitions but challenges the boys to 
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change by focusing their skills on things that align with the scout oath and promise.  

(World Scouting Bureau 1998)   

Boy Scouts has been in existence from 1910 until today.  The basic premise of 

teaching morals and principles espoused by Powell is still used today.  (World Scouting 

Bureau 1998)  The tactile methods used by Boy Scouts apply to WRYC. 
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Case Study of Gunnery Camp 

In 1861 Fredric William Gunn founded Gunnery Camp.  This is attributed as the 

first organized camp.  Gunn was the headmaster of a school for boys in Connecticut.  The 

students approached Gunn about a trip where they could march and camp out.  Gunn was 

receptive to the idea.  Gunn however had an overriding philosophy that he believed 

would be a useful teaching curriculum.  He believed that “vigorous hiking and year 

around sports strengthened not merely muscles, nerve, and self-discipline, but developed 

a masculine character as well.”  (Eells, 1986, page 5)    

Gunn took the whole school at the conclusion of the school year and spent two 

weeks with the boys hiking and camping.  The trip in total was about a forty-mile hike.  

During the trip, the boys lived simply.  They slept in bed roles and tents, doing their own 

cooking.  They took turns with the camp chores.  The boys swam, fished, and played 

games each day after chores were finished.  Each day concluded with a campfire 

gathering where they would sing and tell stories and discuss the boy’s journey to 

manhood.  (Eells, 1986)    

Gunn used things that were pleasurable and fun like hiking, fishing, and camping 

to mask the teachings that the boys were learning.  Gunn was able to instill morality, 

character, and patriotism in the boys.  He did this by using nature as his classroom; 

however, he was teaching morality, character, and life skills.  Gunnery Camp operated  
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for fifteen seasons before it closed.  (Eells, 1986)    

Gunnery School like WRYC seeks to teach morals and principles.  The Gunn 

principles of teaching by using nature can be easily adapted in to the WRYC curriculum. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the literature and observations suggest, White River Youth Camp must 

accentuate these simple sustainable design elements:   

(1) Continued sensitivity to the sun with its schedules.  This sensitivity not only 

produces a unique experience for the campers but also a more enjoyable 

experience, not to mention that it is a sustainable approach.   

(2)  Proven arid regional design that includes lots of South and East facing 

porches.  These spaces allow the campers to find shelter from the sun but still 

enjoy a cooling effect from the wind.  These spaces, if well thought out, will form 

the nucleus for most of the afternoon and early evening activities.   

(3)  Tent areas must be sheltered from the sun.  Trees can  provide shelter as well 

as a sense of space.   

(4) Well planned gardens that will thrive on little to no supplemental water.  

These gardens must not only provide esthetic beauty, but also serve as a 

functional tool to teach kids through touch, feel, and even taste.   

(5)  Open space must be developed into lawns, that are indigenous to the region.  

Lawns are much cooler than bare dirt.   
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(6) Improve the trail system by adding a white colored stone that will prevent 

erosion and dust, as well as cool the area by reflecting the sun as opposed to 

gathering it.  These improved pathways will enhance the esthetic quality of the 

camp but will also improve the security through better way finding. 

Although WRYC is enjoyed by the campers, the researcher has determined that 

by making the proposed changes to WRYC it will become even more enjoyable and 

functional, while maintaining the integrity of the natural environment around it.   
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APPENDIX A 

SPECIFIC VEGETATION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WHITE RIVER YOUTH CAMP 

 

TREES 

Botanical Name Common Name 

ACACIA ANGUSTISSIMA FERN ACACIA 

ACACIA BERLANDIERI GUAJILLO 

ACACIA CONSTRICTA WHITE THORN ACACIA 

ACACIA GREGGII CAT CLAW ACACIA 

ACER GRANDIDENTATUM BIG TOOTH MAPLE 

CAESALPINIA GILLIESII YELLOW BIRD OF 

PARADISE 

CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS HACKBERRY 

CERCIS CANADENSIS V. TEXENSIS TEXAS REDBUD 

CERCIS RENIFORMIS 'OKLAHOMA' OKLAHOMA REDBUD 

CHILOPSIS LINEARIS DESERT WILLOW 

CHILOPSIS LINEARIS ART'S SEEDLESS®  SEEDLESS DESERT 

WILLOW 

CHILOPSIS LINEARIS 'BUBBA' BUBBA DESERT 

WILLOW 

CHITALPA 'PINK DAWN' PINK DAWN CHITALPA 

CUPRESSUS ARIZONICA ARIZONA CYPRESS 

DIOSPYROS TEXANA TEXAS PERSIMMON 

 

ELAEAGNUS ANGUSTIFOLIA  RUSSIAN OLIVE 

FRAXINUS GREGGII LITTLELEAF ASH 

PINUS ELDARIKA MONDALE PINE 

PINUS EDULIS PINON PINE 

PISTACHIA CHINENSIS CHINESE PISTACHE 

PISTACHIA X 'RED PUSH' RED PUSH PISTACHE 

PROSOPIS GLANDULOSA MAVERICK™ THORNLESS 

MESQUITE 
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PRUNUS MEXICANA MEXICAN PLUM 

PRUNUS SERITONA BLACK CHERRY 

PSILOSTROPHE TAGETINA PAPERFLOWER 

QUERCUS BUCKLEYI (TEXANA) TEXAS RED OAK 

QUERCUS CANBYII CANBY OAK 

QUERCUS GAMBELII GAMBEL OAK 

QUERCUS MUHLENBERGII CHINQUAPIN OAK 

QUERCUS POLYMORPHA MONTERREY OAK 

QUERCUS TURBINELLA SCRUB OAK 

QUERCUS VIRGINIANA SSP. FUSIFORMIS ESCARPMENT LIVE 

OAK 

RHUS LANCEOLATA FLAMELEAF SUMAC 

RHUS TRILOBATA THREE LEAF SUMAC 

SAPINDUS SAPONARIA VAR. DRUMMONDII WESTERN SOAPBERRY 

ULMUS CRASSIFOLIA CEDAR ELM 

VITEX AGNUS CASTUS 'MONTROSE PURPLE'- MONK'S PEPPER TREE 

  

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES 

Botanical Name Common Name 

ANDROPOGON SCOPARIUS (SCHIZACHYRIUM) LITTLE BLUESTEM 

BOUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA SIDEOATS GRAMA 

BOUTELOUA GRACILIS BLUE GRAMA 

BOUTELOUA GRACILIS 'BLOND AMBITION' PPAF BLOND AMBITION 

GRAMA 

CALAMAGROSTIS x ACUTIFLORA 'KARL FOERSTER' FEATHER REED GRASS 

DASYLIRION BERLANDIERI BLUE TWISTER 

DASYLIRION TEXANUM TEXAS GREEN SOTOL 

DASYLIRION WHEELERI GREY SOTOL 

ERAGROSTIS CURVULA WEEPING LOVEGRASS 

ERAGROSTIS INTERMEDIA PLAINS LOVEGRASS 

ERAGROSTIS SPECTABILIS PURPLE LOVEGRASS 

FESTUCA OVINA 'GLAUCA' BLUE FESCUE 
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MUHLENBERGIA CAPILLARIS REGAL MIST® REGAL MIST® GULF 

MUHLY 

MUHLENBERGIA EMERSLEYI EL TORO® BULL GRASS 

MUHLENBERGIA LINDHEIMERI AUTUMN GLOW® LINDHEIMER 

MUHLYMUHLENBERGIA RIGENS DEER GRASS 

NASSELLA TENUISSIMA (STIPA T.) MEXICAN FEATHER 

GRASS 

NOLINA LINDHEIMERIANA WEST TEXAS 

BEARGRASS 

NOLINA TEXANA TEXAS BEARGRASS 

PANICUM VIRGATUM 'SHENANDOAH' SWITCH GRASS 

SPOROBOLUS AIROIDES ALKALI SACATON 

CORTADERIA SELLOANA `PUMILA'  STERILE PAMPAS 

GRASS 

SORGHASTRUM NUTANS   INDIAN GRASS 

  

YUCCA, CACTUS, AND SUCCULENTS 

Botanical Name Common Name 

AGAVE PALMERI PALMER AGAVE 

HESPERALOE FUNIFERA GIANT HESPERALOE 

HESPERALOE NOCTURNA- NIGHT-BLOOMING 

HESPERALOE 

HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA RED YUCCA 

HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA BRAKELIGHTS® PPAF BRAKELIGHTS® 

HESPERALOE 

HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA HYBRID HESPERALOE HYBRID 

HESPERALOE PARVIFLORA YELLOW YELLOW HESPERALOE 

OPUNTIA ELLISIANA SPINELESS PRICKLY 

PEAR 

OPUNTIA ENGELMANNII ENGELMANN'S P PEAR 

YUCCA AUSTRALIS TREE YUCCA 

YUCCA BACCATA BANANA YUCCA 

YUCCA ELATA SOAPTREE YUCCA 
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YUCCA FAXONIANA (Y. CARNEROSANA) SPANISH DAGGER 

YUCCA GLAUCA SOAPWEED YUCCA 

YUCCA PALLIDA PALELEAF YUCCA 

YUCCA RIGIDA BLUE YUCCA 

YUCCA ROSTRATA  BEAKED YUCCA 

YUCCA RUPICOLA TWISTED LEAF YUCCA 

YUCCA SCHOTTII MOUNTAIN YUCCA 

YUCCA THOMPSONIANA THOMPSON YUCCA 

   

 

BLOOMING PLANTS  

Botanical Name Common Name 

BERLANDIERA LYRATA CHOCOLATE FLOWER 

BUDDLEJA MARRUBIIFOLIA- WOOLY BUTTERFLY 

BUSH 

BULBINE TINY TANGERINE™ TINY TANGERINE™ 

BULBINE 

CALYLOPHUS HARTWEGII v. FENDLERI SUNDROPS 

CARYOPTERIS X CLANDONENSIS 'DARK KNIGHT' BLUE MIST 

CHRYSACTINIA MEXICANA DAMIANITA 

CONOCLINIUM GREGGII BOOTHILL™(EUPATORIUM G.) GREGG'S MISTFLOWER 

DALEA CAPITATA SIERRA GOLD® YELLOW TRAILING 

DALEA 

DALEA FRUTESCENS SIERRA NEGRA™ BLACK DALEA 

DALEA GREGGII TRAILING INDIGO 

BUSH 

FALLUGIA PARADOXA APACHE PLUME 

GAURA LINDHEIMERI 'SISKIYOU' PINK GAURA 

GAURA LINDHEIMERI 'WHIRLING BUTTERFLIES' WHITE GAURA 

KRASCHENINNIKOVIA LANATA (CERATOIDES L.) WINTERFAT 

LEUCAENA RETUSA GOLDEN LEADBALL 

LINUM LEWISII BLUE FLAX 

MALVAVISCUS DRUMMONDII 'BIG MOMMA' TURK'S CAP 
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MELAMPODIUM LEUCANTHUM BLACKFOOT DAISY 

OENOTHERA CAESPITOSA WHITE EVENING 

PRIMROSE 

OENOTHERA SPECIOSA (O. BERLANDIERA) PINK EVENING 

PRIMROSE 

PENSTEMON AMPHORELLAE MEXICAN PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON BACCHARIFOLIUS DIABLO™ ROCK PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON BARBATUS BEARDLIP 

PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON CARDINALIS CARDINAL 

PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON COBAEA FOXGLOVE 

PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON EATONI FIRECRACKER 

PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON PALMERI SCENTED PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON PARRYI PARRY'S PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON PINIFOLIUS PINELEAF PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON PSEUDOSPECTABILIS CANYON PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON STRICTUS ROCKY MOUNTAIN 

PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON SUPERBUS SUPERB PENSTEMON 

PENSTEMON TRIFLORUS HILL COUNTRY 

PENSTEMON 

PEROVSKIA ATRIPLICIFOLIA 'LONGIN' RUSSIAN SAGE 

PESNTEMON HAVARDII BIG BEND PENSTEMON 

SALVIA FARINACEA TEXAS VIOLET™ MEALY CUP SAGE 

SALVIA GREGGII SIERRA LINDA™ PINK AUTUMN SAGE 

SALVIA LEUCANTHA MEXICAN BUSH SAGE 

SALVIA REPTANS WEST TEXAS SAGE 

SALVIA X TRIDENT™ TRIDENT™ SAGE 

SCUTELLARIA SUFFRUTESCENS PINK SKULLCAP 

ZEPHYRANTHES CANDIDA WHITE RAIN LILY 
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ZEPHYRANTHES X `PRAIRIE SUNSET'- CORAL RAIN LILY 

ZINNIA GRANDIFLORA PRAIRIE ZINNIA  

 

VINES  

Botanical Name Common Name 

ANEMOPSIS CALIFORNICA YERBA MANSA 

LONICERA x AMERICANA 'PAM'S PINK' PAM’S PINK 

HONEYSUCKLE 

PARTHENOCISSUS sp. HACIENDA CREEPER™ HACIENDA CREEPER™ 

VINE 

  

SHRUBS 

Botanical Name Common Name 

ANISACANTHUS QUAD. V. WRIGHTII MEXICAN FIRE™ FLAME ACANTHUS 

ARISTIDA PURPUREA PURPLE THREE AWN 

ARTEMISIA FILIFOLIA SAND SAGE 

ARTEMISIA FRIGIDA FRINGED SAGE 

ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA BIG SAGEBRUSH 

ATRIPLEX CANESCENS FOUR WING 

SALTBUSH 

BACCHARIS HYBRID 'STARN' THOMPSON® P.P. #11240 THOMPSON® 

BACCHARIS 

CERCOCARPUS MONTANUS MOUNTAIN 

MAHOGANY 

CHAMAEBATIARIA MILLEFOLIUM FERNBUSH 

ERICAMERIA LARICIFOLIA AGUIRRE™- TURPENTINE BUSH 

ERICAMERIA NAUSEOSUS (CHRYSOTHAMNUS N.) CHAMISA 

LEUCOPHYLLUM CANDIDUM THUNDER CLOUD™ THUNDER CLOUD 

SAGE 

LEUCOPHYLLUM FRUTESCENS 'COMPACTA' COMPACT SAGE 

LEUCOPHYLLUM FRUTESCENS GREEN CLOUD™ GREEN CLOUD SAGE™ 

LEUCOPHYLLUM FRUTESCENS HEAVENLY CLOUD HEAVENLY CLOUD  

LEUCOPHYLLUM LAEVIGATUM CHIHUAHUAN SAGE 
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LEUCOPHYLLUM LANGMANIAE 'LYNN'S LEGACY' LYNN'S LEGACY SAGE 

LEUCOPHYLLUM LANGMANIAE RIO BRAVO® RIO BRAVO® SAGE 

LEUCOPHYLLUM PRUINOSUM SIERRA BOUQUET™ FRAGRANT SAGE 

LEUCOPHYLLUM ZYGOPHYLLUM CIMARRON® CIMARRON® SAGE 

SPHAERALCEA AMBIGUA LOUIS HAMILTON™ RED GLOBE MALLOW 

SPHAERALCEA AMBIGUA-GLOBE MALLOW GLOBE MALLOW 

STACHYS COCCINEA TEXAS BETONY 

TETRANEURIS ACAULIS (HYMENOXYS A.) ANGELITA DAISY, 4 

NERVE  

UNGNADIA SPECIOSA MEXICAN BUCKEYE 

VAUQUELINIA CALIFORNICA ARIZONA ROSEWOOD 

VAUQUELINIA CORYMBOSA V. ANGUSTIFOLIA CHISOS ROSEWOOD 

VIGUIERA STENOLOBA SKELETONLEAF 

GOLDENEYE 

 

Lawns 

Botanical Name Common Name 

BOUTELOUA DACTYLOIDES  BUFFALO GRASS 

BOUTELOUA GRACILIS  BLUE GRAMMA 
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APPENDIX C 

LIST OF SCRIPTURES 

 

Isaiah 41:17-20: 

The poor and needy look for water, but they cannot find any.  Their tongues are dry with 

thirst.  I, the LORD, will answer their prayers.  I, the God of Israel, will not leave them to 

die.  I will make rivers flow on dry hills.  I will make springs of water flow through the 

valleys.  I will change the desert into a lake filled with water.  There will be springs of 

water in that dry land.  I will make trees grow in the desert.  There will be cedar, acacias, 

olive trees, cypress, fir trees, and pines.  I will do this so that people will see it and know 

who did it.  They will notice what happened.  Then they will understand that the LORD’S 

hand made it happen, that the Holy One of Israel created it all. 

 

1 Peter 2:5 

You also are like living stones, and God is using you to build a spiritual house. You are to 

serve God in this house as holy priests, offering him spiritual sacrifices that he will accept 

because of Jesus Christ. 

 

Exodus 20:25  

But if you use stones to make an altar, then don’t use stones that were cut with an iron 

tool. If you do that, it will make the altar unacceptable. 
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Romans 12:1-8  

So I beg you, brothers and sisters, because of the great mercy God has shown us, offer 

your lives as a living sacrifice to him—an offering that is only for God and pleasing to 

him. Considering what he has done, it is only right that you should worship him in this 

way. Don’t change yourselves to be like the people of this world, but let God change you  

inside with a new way of thinking. Then you will be able to understand and accept what 

God wants for you. You will be able to know what is good and pleasing to him and what 

is perfect. 

God has given me a special gift, and that is why I have something to say to each one of 

you. Don’t think that you are better than you really are. You must see yourself just as you 

are. Decide what you are by the faith God has given each of us. Each one of us has one 

body, and that body has many parts. These parts don’t all do the same thing. In the same 

way, we are many people, but in Christ we are all one body. We are the parts of that 

body, and each part belongs to all the others. 

We all have different gifts. Each gift came because of the grace God gave us. Whoever 

has the gift of prophecy should use that gift in a way that fits the kind of faith they have. 

Whoever has the gift of serving should serve. Whoever has the gift of teaching should 

teach. Whoever has the gift of comforting others should do that. Whoever has the gift of 

giving to help others should give generously. Whoever has the gift of leading should 

work hard at it. Whoever has the gift of showing kindness to others should do it gladly. 

 

Joshua 24:26 

Joshua wrote these things in the Book of the Law of God. Then he found a large stone to 

be the proof of this agreement. He put the stone under the oak tree near the LORD’S 

Holy Tent. 
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Genesis 11:1-3  

There was a time when the whole world spoke one language. Everyone used the same 

words. Then people began to move from the East. They found a plain in the land of 

Babylonia and stayed there to live. Then they said to each other, “Let’s make some bricks 

of clay and bake them in the fire.” Then they used these bricks as stones, and they used 

tar as mortar. 

 

Romans 11:17-24 

It is as if some of the branches from an olive tree have been broken off, and the branch of 

a wild olive tree has been joined to that first tree. If you are not a Jew, you are the same 

as that wild branch, and you now share the strength and life of the first tree. But don’t act 

as if you are better than those branches that were broken off. You have no reason to be 

proud of yourself, because you don’t give life to the root. The root gives life to you. You 

might say, “Branches were broken off so that I could be joined to their tree.” That is true. 

But those branches were broken off because they did not believe. And you continue to be 

part of the tree only because you believe. Don’t be proud, but be afraid. If God did not let 

the natural branches of that tree stay, he will not let you stay if you stop believing. 

So you see that God is kind, but he can also be very strict. He punishes those who stop 

following him. But he is kind to you, if you continue trusting in his kindness. If you don’t 

continue depending on him, you will be cut off from the tree. And if the Jews will believe 

in God again, he will accept them back. He is able to put them back where they were. It is 

not natural for a wild branch to become part of a good tree. But you non-Jewish people 

are like a branch cut from a wild olive tree. And you were joined to a good olive tree. But 

those Jews are like a branch that grew from the good tree. So surely they can be joined to 

their own tree again. 
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Galatians 5:22-23 

But the fruit that the Spirit produces in a person’s life is love, joy, peace, patience, 

kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.  There is no law against 

these kinds of things. 
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APPENDIX D 

NATURALISTIC OBSERVATION 
 QUALITATIVE INSTRUMENT 

 
 
Population:  5th Grade, 6th Grade, 7th Grade, 8th Grade, and High School Campers. 
Timing:  One complete normal session 
Instrument observations: What do the campers do all day? 
 
 Activity time enjoy the activity what would 

improve it? 

Wake Up -(C) 7:00-7:30 am N/A 

Camp Devotional-(C)  7:30-8:30 am Yes All Good 

Breakfast-(C) 8:30-9:00 am Yes All Good 

Camp Chores / Tent Duties-(C) 9:00-9:30 am No, but necessary 

Bible Class-(C) 9:30-10:30 am Yes Kinetic 

Activities  

Trading Post-(V) 10:30-11:00 am Yes 

Chapel-(C) 11:00-11:45 am Yes All Good 

Lunch-(C) 12:00-1:00 pm Yes 

Tent Time-(C) 1:00-2:00 pm Yes 

Free Recreation Time-(V) 2:00-5:30 pm Yes More Activities 

Supper-(C) 6:00-7:00 pm Yes All Good 

Entertainment-(C) 7:00-8:00 pm Yes 
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Activity  time enjoy the activity what would 

improve it? 

Trading Post-(V) 8:00-8:30 pm Yes 

Camp Fire-(C)  9:00-10:00 pm Yes Burn ban  

Tent Devotional-(C) 10:00-10:30 pm Yes All Good 

Lights Out-(C) 11:00 pm Yes 

High School-(V) 11:00 pm-1:00 am  Yes 
 (Box Car/Ice Cream Party)  
Compelled = C    Voluntary=V 
 

 

Camp Observations 

1. Improvements made to existing facilities or areas 

a. Bathrooms Dirty 

i. Bad water Pressure  

ii. Easily Clogged 

b. Activity Room: Hardly used, the games and activities need to be changed. 

c. Not all building architecture is compliant with Western Main Street Motif 

d. Parent parking and camper drop off is located in the service area. 

i. Dumpsters 

ii. Back of the Kitchen 

2. Removal or Relocation of existing facilities or areas 

a. Dumpster areas separated from parking areas. 

b. Relocate parking area and screen service area to protect the views of parents 

from the service areas. 

c. Road between service area and art building along the South side of the property. 
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3. Additional facilities or areas  

a. Add tents to accommodate camper demand. 

b. Expanded kitchen and cafeteria to accommodate more tents. 

4. What current environmental conditions limit the camper’s activities? 

a. Sun 

b. Heat 

c. Wind 

d. Bugs 

e. Rain 

f. Mud 
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